




If you are interested in Trading and Investing in Share Market then
you are at the right place. ICFM India is a versatile platform to
constructively with national finances and to gain knowledge about
the stock market and investments too.

As an organization we provide wide range of services and courses
with industries best expertise and efficient workforce.
Our courses are solutions of a wide range of financial questions. Right
from providing professional training to theoretical knowledge of
Stock Market and along with that we do provide home study material
as well for future reference.

As an ICFM we do carry uniqueness with us – we always put best
effort to match with the current requirements of the industry which
opens different avenues for the trainees in the stock market domain.

ICFM



PROGRAM WE OFFER

CPT – 6 MONTHS 

(CERTIFIED PRO TRADER)

3 MONTHS 

‘KNOWLEDGE’

3 MONTHS 

‘PRACTICAL INTERNSHIP’



3 MONTHS 

‘KNOWLEDGE’

CFMP
‘CERTIFIED FINANCIAL MARKET PROFESSIONAL’ 

It is a comprehensive program for people who want to have a
career in financial market but not having knowledge that
where to start from or how to make an entry into financial
market. It is elaborative knowledge base program.



CPT – 6 MONTHS 

(CERTIFIED PRO TRADER)

It is designed to make you professional trader. It will also help
you to kick away the basic hurdles of investing and trading. The
CPT will enable you to make best to best decisions which are
fruitful in Stock Market.



CTIM - 3 MONTHS 
(CERTIFIED TRADING IN INTERNATIONAL MARKET) 

It is comprehensive training in Trading in International Markets.
We have also tie up with various brokers internationally. The
country it consists of US Market, European Market, UK and
Germany as well.



CAT - 6 WEEKS
(CERTIFIED ALGO TRADER) 

You might aware that ALGO Trading is the latest and the most
advance trading methodology. It allows us to do multiple trades
simultaneously which is not possible in manual trading. It works
on rule based automated system.



CDT – 2.5 MONTHS
(CERTIFIED DERIVATIVES TRADER) 

Futures & Options trading is by very nature very risky and equally
profitable. Most people burn their fingers and lose money while
experimenting with this trading.
The whole objective of the program is to deliver the practical
knowledge of F & O Trading , after the program you are able to
confidently trade in Equity Futures &Options, Nifty Futures &
Options.














